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                                                £155,000 ( Guide Price )                                                

                                                 Orchid Close, St. Mellons, CF3 0RE                                                 
                                                 

                                                 1 Bedrooms, 1 Bathrooms
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                                                £185,000 ( Guide Price )                                                

                                                 Cormorant Close, St. Mellons, CF3 0DW                                                 
                                                 

                                                 2 Bedrooms, 1 Bathrooms
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                                                £195,000 ( Guide Price )                                                

                                                 Ashburton Avenue, Llanrumney, CF3 5PR                                                 
                                                 

                                                 3 Bedrooms, 1 Bathrooms
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Very helpful and professional throughout the purchase process, particularly Helen and Abigail. Assisted us after the completion date also with getting some items cleared that the seller had left behind. Quick and efficient in their communication too. Would recommend.


Dave Insuna




Great experience everything ran smoothly all staff very helpful made it all stress free always there to answer my questions. I would definitely recommend Northover & Williamson if your thinking of moving one of the best!


Julia Clarke




I cannot thank Northover and Williamson enough for all of their support and guidance through the process of buying my first home. They were professional and friendly throughout and made an extremely stressful process much easier. Abi gave regular updates and always ensured I was kept in the loop of the progress.
Thank you so much Northover and Williamson!
 


Hannah Voss




Northover and Williamson have been fantastic and appreciate all of their support and guidance through the process of buying my property. They were very professional and friendly throughout and ensure everything run as smoothly as possible. Helen and Abi gave regular updates and always ensured I was kept in the loop of the progress. Thank you so much to the both of you and the rest of the team I dealt with, you were great too. Abi also said she would help out if I had any further questions after moving into my property – very grateful for this. You have excellent customer service and I would highly recommend you to others.


Gemma Evans




Northover & Williamson have been administering the rental of our house for the last 15 years. The firm is so professional and everyone is honest with all their administration work. They are very trustworthy. They administer everything for us and do all the rental logistics including the maintenance , bills ..etc. We don’t need to do anything from our end, just receive the monthly rental. Having them as our rental agency for many years is the best evidence that we are extremely happy with this family run business. We would recommended them unreservedly as a great estate agent.


Tony Avades
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				Northover & Williamson

808 Newport Road

Rumney

Cardiff

CF3 4FH
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				info@northoverwilliamson.co.uk

lettings@northoverwilliamson.co.uk

02920 79 7919
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